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Recommended Sites and their use of audio

Top (left to right): The Conversation, Post-45 and PepWeb 
Bottom: New Books Network (STS) 
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Audio clips from recommended sites

Insight Most STS journals do not facilitate audio. Those that do, have done it in three different ways.
1. An audio or audiovisual can be published at full length along with an audio transcript (and for audiovisual, a moving au-
dio transcript at the same speed as visual). PepWeb uses a 3PlayMedia iframe.
2. Longer audio can be clipped in length to each equal parts. This is done in Culanth, and at face value looks like it is pro-
viding an audio link, however looking at the code, it is a picture of an audio button that links out to the web page that hosts 
the audio file. There is no audio product used but an embedded link in the pdf (like this: https://media.dlib.indiana.edu/me-
dia_objects/pv63g4095) that is broken in the HTML file: https://journal.culanth.org/index.php/ca/article/view/ca33.2.05/69
3. The Conversation does a one-off file of up to 30mins using “acast” which is the podcast for the Conversation: https://
play.acast.com/s/indepthoutloud). This is the same for the podcast New Books Network, which usually had audio of 
around 50minutes in length.
4. Post45 breaks up an 1-3k writing with small audio extracts of 1-2 minutes. They use a wordpress plug-in which is built 
into their website for adding audio controls.
6. Most OJS journals have audio mentioned in the papers but no audio clips.
Built into the OJS system is the capacity to publish MP3 files. This would be a single file, but possibly could be additional 
files.

We have an option of (a) embedding a link in the pdf and possibly the html if the file is hosted elsewhere, or (b) we keep the 
audio file separate and publish the file alongside the pdf, html files and note this in the abstract.
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Audio clips from recommended sites

Insight
Longer audio can be clipped 
in length to each equal parts. 
This is done in Culanth, 
and at face value looks 
like it is providing an audio 
link, however looking at the 
code, it is a picture of an 
audio button that links out 
to the web page that hosts 
the audio file. There is no 
audio product used but an 
embedded link in the pdf 
(like this: https://media.dlib.
indiana.edu/media_objects/
pv63g4095) and it doesn’t 
seem to work in the HTML. 
See: https://journal.culanth.
org/index.php/ca/article/
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Audio clips from recommended sites

Insight
Post45 breaks up an 1-3k 
writing with small audio 
extracts of 1-2 minutes. 
They use a wordpress plug-
in which is built into their 
website for adding audio 
controls.
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Audio clips from recommended sites

Insight
Most OJS journals have 
audio mentioned in the 
papers but no audio clips.
Built into the OJS system is 
the capacity to publish MP3 
files. This would be a single 
file, but possibly could be 
additional files.

We have two options:  
(a) embedding a link in the 
pdf and possibly the html if 
the file is hosted elsewhere 
(b) we keep the audio file 
separate and publish the file 
alongside the pdf, html files 
and note this in the abstract.
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